PO&TY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
The sun dipped under the horizon only for a very short
time. The rest of the 'night' it lingered about, touring the
skyline just below the edge of the visible disc of the earth.
Delicate   shades   twined   and   mingled   across   the   sky	
shades of green and purple3 silver blue and orange—all
turning and changing completely every few minutes. And
as this battle of arts between night and day proceeded, so
the struggle between cold and warmth was fought until the
middle of the morning.
Early on the fourth day we reached the open sea. Mr.
Ward translated these Siberian dimensions into more
familiar European distances: 'it is as if you could go
up the Elbe with Atlantic steamers as far as Central Czecho-
slovakia, instead of stopping at Hamburg, or supposing the
Thames had wound its way down from Scotland, and you
were to find the docks at Glasgow only instead of at London/
The changing of vessels took hardly half an hour. As
soon as we found ourselves in the Kara Sea, 'Sparks3,
picked up a radio message from the ice-breaker Termak,
who informed us of her position, and asked Mr. Ward to
heave to. Rocking gently, we drew up alongside the ice-
breaker, whose derricks lifted the tiny aeroplane, while
I went round the two ships in a sloop and climbed up the
bulky hull of the Termak on the opposite side.
I had sent a wireless message to Tovarich Krastin, the
commander of the Yermak, from Igarka, and he received me
in a very friendly manner. At breakfast, which was served
as soon as the Stesso had hooted twice by way of farewell
and had left for home, we discussed my further plans. It
was agreed that I should go north-east on board the Termak
and watch it blast a road for a caravan of Soviet vessels.
Two of the ships headed for the mouths of the Lena and
Kolyma, two others intended to get to Vladivostok this year
—doing the whole of the Northern Sea Route in one season.
There was no ice at the estuary of the Yenisei, for the great
volume of water brought down by the river warms this •
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